
At the end of 2011, NedTrain Refurbishment & Overhaul (NedTrain R&O) realized 50% 

savings in inventory investments in cooperation with Gordian, whilst attaining the same 

spare parts availability. NedTrain R&O struggled with high inventories due to the dynamic 

market characteristics and their traditional focus on a high availability of spare parts. Gor-

dian developed an inventory reduction program executed by a project team consisting of 

process owners of NedTrain R&O and specialists of Gordian.

Challenging business case in line with NedTrain’s ambitions
NedTrain aims to be the best maintenance company of Europe. Conditional for this aim is a “lean” 
organization, amongst others in inventories. Therefore NedTrain R&O asked Gordian to determine 
whether and how the balance in inventory holding costs, availability of spare parts and operational 
costs could be optimized. Via a scan Gordian proposed an inventory reduction program that should 
lead to 30-50% inventory savings whilst attaining the current spare parts availability. NedTrain was 
convinced of the potential of this program and started a cooperation with Gordian in order to realize 
this program of 5 interventions.

Multi angle approach to secure real benefits
1. Discard obsolete stock: On spare part level the justified number of items in stock is determined. 
Exceptions on spare part level are identified and discussed with the process owners and specialists of 
NedTrain R&O.

2. Cooperation with suppliers: By exchanging rolling forecast information supplier lead times are 
reduced by 50% which directly led to inventory reductions.

3.  Implementation of planning concepts: Spare parts have various characteristics that require different 
planning approaches. Typically cheap fast movers are treated differently than expensive slow movers. 
These approaches are translated into planning concepts and widely expressed within NedTrain R&O 
during training sessions.

4. Redesign of inventory control: The project team developed 
methods and tooling that determine proper forecasting 
techniques, ordering methods, order quantities, and safety 
stocks. These methods were implemented during training 
sessions and support on the job.

5. Implementation of a tactical planning function: 
The most important success factor for securing the solution 
was the implementation of the tactical planning function. 
The tactical planner has a leading role in the continuation of 
improvements made NedTrain R&O.

50% inventory reduction, improved service levels
A high parts availability remains possible with half of the inventory costs. The inventory reduction 
program of Gordian has shown this.

“This project brought employees of Purchasing, 
Planning and external suppliers together aiming to 
minimize the total supply chain costs.”
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